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Bill Tanner and Lynn Hansel met us at the site this morning and 
both agreed a new strategy needed to be developedu The simplest 
solution and one Tanner has recommended all along is to build an 
additional dike about forty meters past the pond on the east side 
crossing the small slough running to Bird Lake Marsh: On the 
dike one of Tanner's high volume lift pumps will be put in and it 
will pump out of the east pond past the dike and throw it on 
closer on to Bird Lake Marshu 

Steve VanderJagt came out and began constructing the dike this 
morning= The first thing Steve did was to clear several palm 
trees so he could get the backhoe into the slough Juction with 
the east pond~ Once that was done he carefully drove the backhoe 
out about 15 to 20 feet into the pondu The pond bottom is 
apparently solid sand" Surprisingly there is no muck in that 
areau He then dug a channel approximately five to six feet deep 
about twenty feet long extending into the pond leadin~ to a 
deeper sump which will be Just on the west side of the dike" 
Some of the soil from the sump which is approximately ten feet 
deep was used for the south end of this new diken The top forty
five to sixty centimeters of the pond in that area was recent 

----hum~us and leaf mold a·rld aquatic plant )""'oots" Stn""pr"'isi.Y"!gly 
there was no muck" None of the excavations in that area recovered 
more than one to two inches of muck or peat. I rode the backhoe 
during the entire operation and saw nothing of archaeological 
intere5t~ Below the recent materi.als was undifferentiated tan 
sanda Similar to what we have seen in some of the hammock areas. 
Earlier we had anticipated seeing some peat and muck following 
the slough to Bird Lake Marsh at least in this area but so far~ 
t hat is not true. The peat may be somewhat more restricted than 
initially suspected= The area the dike is being put into is at 
least 15 to 20 meters from the elevated portions of the 
hammock~ As we follow the hammock back around toward the 
excavation area in the pond proper the peat occursu The plan is 
to construct the new dike aMd then put a second pump in and pump 
beyond that dike toward the Marsh" 

There is a small overflow area of our east pond which is on the 
northeast side of the pond where we are interested in working~ 

On the way back with the backhoe Steve went out about 15 to 20 
feet into it and attempted to dig down with a backhoe blade" The 
only thing he found in there was sand, absolutely no peat at al1= 

Around two o'clock the main pump stopped running~ It had run out 
of diesel and took approximately forty-five minutes to get more 
diesel and drain the fuel lines and restart the pumpa There is a 
small trickle of water from the south and east walls in the 
southeast corner of the pond excavation areau It appears to be 
largely water running back into the area from the pond on the 
east" The well points do not appear to be pulling any of the 
surface water off the pond at this point" The water has been 
r unning in for at least three days and has now put approximately 
5 to 7 centimeters of water into the southern portion of the 
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excavation area (Area A). 

Mr" Swann suggested digging a small sump in the southeastern 
corner and pump directly out of there= Some plans along those 
lines may be required= The entire crew is shovel testing on the 
hammock~ The shovel tests are approximately a meter in diameter 
and are being dug by stratigraphic level. Additional auger or 
post hole tests are also going in on the hammock= The base map 
clearly shows that the dominant location for cultural material, 
at this point only St= Johns ceramics and faunal material, is on 
the eastern and southern portions of the hammock~ Additional 
largely excavation units will'be put into these areas shortlYR 

The water is ponding pretty heavily and Dave Dickel and I plan on 
going into it and seeing if we can identify clearly where the 
skeletal material is coming from based on shovel probing and then 
we will have Steve or Bill Tanner take the surface water off 
because the surface water simply isn~t being pull down by the 
pumpi rq2 system .. 

We had a crew of five to six volunteers on site yesterday= They 
are assistino with the water screeninq of the material that had 
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the skeletal material in it (from the northwest quadrant)u They 
recovered an additional tooth or two, and some fish bone and I 
think a rib fragment.. All that material has been taken to Tammy 
Stone for processing at the lab .. 

We received UPS package with the two modems~ 
material in them" One of the phone cables 
broken and I will have to buy a replacement: 
logging into the FERN system within 24 hours .. 

mail and additional 
on the modem was 
Then we should be 

Dave Dickel has Just about completed familiarization with MINARK 
and it looks like it may be the data base manager of choiceu 
SOMe things we will use Dbase II for and all of it will 
ultimately be loaded up to the cyber through the FERN network= 
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